AIPLA’s new Law School Link program is launching its second year as a pilot program in the 2023-24 academic year! Law School Link allows students at participating law schools to become part of a first-of-its-kind academic community. Participants gain access to valuable Law School Link program benefits PLUS all the advantages of becoming an AIPLA student member - including special pricing on events and webinars, access to member-only material, student mentoring programs, and the opportunity to participate in over 50 AIPLA committees!

To participate in the community, a law school can enroll up to 10 students at a discounted rate of $200, or up to 20 students for $300. Law School Link welcomes all law school students with any interest in intellectual property, including those pursuing doctorate (JD) or master's degrees (LLM or other master's degrees).

Contact with questions:

Andrea Alder, Senior Manager of Membership - aalder@aipla.org
Hayley Talbert, Law School Link Co-Director - HayleyT@SeedIP.com
Rachel Kahler, Law School Link Co-Director - rachel.kahler@genmills.com